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The Coffee Table Book, the Concept of Above and Beyond,
the show packaging, the AR videos and the Success Planner conceptualized and executed by Religiate Interactive.
The Coffee Table Book and the Success Planner - written by our
Content Director & well-known author - Vanaja Banagiri.

A small gift from

®

Learning from the past
Strengthening the Present
Building a Future
We’ve learnt the lessons…
We’ve enriched ourselves…

We’re all set for the Quantum Leap
Now, it’s time for us to share our learnings, 30 key
philosophies that have helped us get here &
can enable any business to grow…
Without cutting corners…
Without tall claims…

We’re armed with knowledge and wisdom…
Now, we’ve taken the OATH to scale up like never
before…

Without impatience…

From where we reached in the last 30 years
through value based business philosophies…

With Accountability…

Without conﬂicts…
With Openness…
With Trust…
With Happiness…

To the big leap of 5000 cr…
We’re in the fast lane…

We’re Ark. We mean business.
It’s time for us go Above & Beyond

This Success Planner
has Augmented Reality
videos & presentations.

Scan the pages which has one of the
following Augmentation Buttons
How to witness augmented reality videos?
Wherever you see this symbol, all you
need to do is scan the page using the
Wowsome App and you will see
videos and presentations jumping
out of the pages.

Instructions
Download the
Wowsome Lite
app from the App
Store

Allow the app to
use the mobile’s
camera

Watch videos
and interactive
content

Scan the page

Scan this page
after 25th Dec 2019

The Ark Group (www.arkgroup.in) headed by me
looked at business like an Oak tree. Last 30 years we
had steady progress. And then on 14th December
2019, announced to the world that we want to grow
70x – increase the top line growth by 70 times. To
reach a herculean target of Rs. 5000 crores by 2030.
The Coffee Table Book – showcases 30 core values
that help us reach the target.
We present the success planning that we did internally
to arrive at that goal.
I want to present the Success Planner to you so that
you can also add the multiplier effect to your
company.

Gummi Ram Reddy
CMD - Ark Group

Gummi
Ram Reddy
CMD - Ark Group

Scan this page
after 25th Dec 2019

On 14th December 2019, under the leadership of my
father, Gummi Ram Reddy, the entire company took
an OATH – an acronym coined by him.
O for Openness
A for Accountability
T for Trust and
H for Happiness.
These core values which my father lives by are the
beacons of light that will illuminate us.
As I take over the reins, I will continue to use this
Success Planner week after week to achieve the
incredible goal that we have set for ourselves. And I
can tell you with certainty that we will achieve this goal
…come what may
Here is the success planner for you to use too.
Wishing you amazing success and the will to go above
and beyond

Meghna Gummi
CEO – Ark Group

Meghna
Gummi
CEO - Ark Group

Scan this page
after 25th Dec 2019

In 1989 – I saw my husband going to work on a twowheeler. I remember that dawn at my home, where
sipping coffee, he told me that we will create a
company built on the core values. From 1989 to 2019,
we had our share of ups and downs, but Ram never
gave up. He was full of positivity and confidence.
Now as he spearheads the company to a Mission
5000 crores I know we will achieve it. I head the
Ark Sarag Agro – an organic farm in Nalgonda.
We get a rich harvest of vegetables and fruits. There is
bounty and abundance all around us. If we think we
can, then we can. That's the attitude that has helped us
impact lives positively.
Think positive. Think big.

Sarala Gummi
Director – Ark Group

Sarala
Gummi
Director - Ark Group

Residential
We reimagined residences and designed value-for-money
homes across India. One of our key goals is to build perfect
residential complexes and Gated Communities. We have
conceived and delivered fully-integrated gated communities
of Villas, Apartments, across millions of Sq ft.
We’ve changed the lifestyle of thousands of satisﬁed
customers. Ark is the trusted name in the arena of residential
complexes.
• Apartments
• Villas
• Townships
• Gated Communities

• Condos
• Affordable Homes
• Joint Development

Land
We’ve proven track record of building perfect farm houses.
We strive to make our clients’ dreams transform into ground
realities. Plotted development is another speciality of ours.
Ark is also an ace in acquisition & disposition of lands.
• Farm Houses
• Plotted Development
• Acquisition & Disposition

International Business
• Consulting
• Property Development

Arktandem
As a natural extension to what we’re known for, we also provide customised
solutions for our clients in the areas of home buying & leasing, property
management and development advisory services.
• Home Buying Solutions
• Leasing Solutions
• Property Management
• Development Advisory

Commercial
In the world of commercial complexes, Ark is a name to
reckon with. From malls to multiplexes, offices to retail
spaces, technology parks to SEZs we’ve built them all.
They stand tall as a testimony to our capabilities and
commitment to build good quality structures that stand
the test of time.
• Malls
• Multiplexes
• Offices
• Retail Spaces
• Tech Parks
• SEZs

Industrial
• Factories
• Warehouses

Industries
As far as Construction and Infrastructure Projects are concerned, we have domain
knowledge and critical core competence in the following industries:
• Healthcare
• Manufacturing
• Logistics
• Education
• Aeronautics
• Heavy Engineering
• Pharmaceuticals
• Finance

• Retail
• Government
• IT, ITes
• Telecom
• Power
• E-Commerce
• Banking

Slow and steady has been the mission, vision and philosophy of Ark.
In a supersonic world where everything is deﬁ ned by high speed, Ark has become the ﬂ ag bearer of
deep foundations and carefully measured growth. The teams have been built consciously. Values have
been ingrained and percolated across all departments. With a strong workforce of women, Ark is a
universe of equal opportunities. With 80% of the staff being under 40, it’s a young progressive
organisation quite literally, being headed by a 25 year old woman CEO and an experienced woman
COO. With a winning combination of staff in the age range of 50 to 25, Ark is an organisation where
wisdom meets innovation.
Ark takes inspiration from the Oak tree that outlives its contemporaries does so because of its deep
and long reaching widespread roots. Here are a few inspiring facts about the majestically tall and deep
Oak.

OAK

ARK

Each acorn contains just one seed

Ark started as a one man organization in 1989
Gummi Ram Reddy had one project worth 1.5 lakhs

SEED WERE ROOTED FIRMLY WITHIN AS OATH
His way of working led to another project
When a seed germinates it produces a taproot

TAPROOT
This will anchor the tree for the rest of its life
As spring arrives, the seed sends up a shoot

The values with which he founded the organisation
were rooted ﬁrmly within as OATH
Ark started hiring personnel

SHOOT
It pushes through the leaf litter, producing
its ﬁrst leaves for photosynthesis
PHOTOSYNTHESIS
The oak tree is now a seedling

Ark’s journey gained momentum as it
started getting more projects

Ark’s reputation as a trustworthy
organisation took seed

SEEDLING
Most oak trees won’t produce a good crop of
acorns until they are around 50 years old
Over the next hundred years, the young tree
matures into a majestic adult
ADULT
A mature tree can grow up to 45 metres tall and
can spread almost as wide
At

700 years old the oak has reached old age

It produces fewer acorns and only grows slowly
Over its lifespan an oak tree can produce as many
as 10 million acorns
LIFESPAN
Some of these will grow into a new generation
of oak trees

Ark’s reputation as a trustworthy organisation
took seed It took 30 years for Ark to reach
where we are
By 2030 Ark will reach 5000 crores
Ark expanded its operations, added more members
to the teams and grew tall with each project.
Ark’s reputation as a trustworthy organisation
took seed It took
50 projects and 30 years later, Ark is witnessing
new generation stepping in
Ark has grown organically
Ark supports aspirations and dreams of many
through Ark Foundation

An oak tree goes through many changes in its life cycle Ark’s Gen Next has taken over the reins
Transformation has been the hallmark of Ark
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Success Planner

Failing to plan is planning to fail.
The first step to success is having a plan.
All of us have goals, desires and ambitions.
The difference between those who
succeed and those who don't, is that
while the former plan, the latter just
day dream.
So why is planning is so critical to success?
Planning can reduce stress. Proper planning gives you the peace of mind of knowing
that you have formulated measurable action steps and that your goals are attainable.
Planning and taking small, as well as, big action steps can increase your self-esteem,
thereby increasing your confidence.
Planning your daily and weekly activities will clearly illustrate whether or not you are
staying on schedule and ultimately reaching your goals.

Personal Information
The Ark Success Planner focuses on success
mindset development. It will help you to live with
passion and purpose, to define your true goals and
focus on achieving them – a process that will lead to
overall success.
This planner will help you to enhance your success
mindset and develop behaviours that will empower
you to successfully define and achieve what you want
in life: it will enable you to set high goals, turn your
ideas into action, focus on purposeful actions and
exceed them. It will also help you to:
· discover your talents to achieve success more
easily
· define your passion, mission, vision and
purpose to live a more fulfilling life
· unlock what success means for you
· connect better with your true self and gain
extraordinary confidence
· focus on your true goals and success, achieving
them instantly
· get hugely energized, inspired and empowered
while traveling on your success mindset
development journey
You can start setting your goals at the beginning of a
new calendar year, on your birthday, on the day you
make an important decision or at any other time of
the year. It really does not matter when you start –
the sooner, the better though.

All the best!

Name:

Date of Birth:

Address:

Blood Group:
Mobile:
Telephone:

PAN:

Bank:

Aadhaar:

A/c no.:

Driving license:

Passport:

Statement of Life
My Vision of Life (Values I
adore & legacy I want to
leave behind :

My Mission in Life (Purpose
of my life & long term goals):

The Value of The
Success Planner

Create a routine

Keep mornings for
the toughest projects

Encourage team
to give solutions

Workout & meditate

Give a headstart
to tomorrow, today

Schedule time for revenue
generating activities

Get technology savvy

Continue learning

Failing to plan is planning to fail. The first step to success is having a plan. All of us have
goals, desires and ambitions. The difference between those who succeed and those
who don't, is that while the former plan, the latter just day dream.

Track your progress

Refresh yourself with
quality family time

So why is planning is so critical to success?
Planning can reduce stress. Proper planning gives you the peace of mind of knowing
that you have formulated measurable action steps and that your goals are attainable.
Planning and taking small, as well as, big action steps can increase your self-esteem,
thereby increasing your confidence.
Planning your daily and weekly activities will clearly illustrate whether or not you are
staying on schedule and ultimately reaching your goals.

Daily Habits of Successful Entrepreneurs

dream

Write 5 things you're grateful for before you sleep today. Start the next day by reading this list.

Make a list ofhings you wish to own by within 12 months.

An attitude of gratitude increases abundance and keeps you in good health.

Read this list everyday.

I am grateful for:-

“If there is one trait that your brand
must speak of, it is trust”

Annual Planner

PERSONAL

PROFESSIONAL

Looking over the last year, what 3 things are you the most proud of?

PERSONAL

PROFESSIONAL

What are your Top 3 goals for next year?

What needs to change for you to achieve those goals?

Looking over the last year, what 3 things most challenged you?

What sprints, strategic projects, or experiments could you run to help you achieve those goals?

Who might be able to support you with those sprints, projects, or experiments?
Looking over the last year, what have been your Top 3 lessons learned or rea rmed?

When will you reach out to those people?

plan
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The first step to planning is to clearly define your goals. Taking a few minutes every month to put your
goals into writing is essential. You have to write your goals down. There is a sheet in Your Daily Success
Planner entitled “Goals.” On this sheet you will find three columns for categories or buckets : Personal
(Mental and Physical); Work; and Business.

Today is the beginning of a new start the New Year & for a brand new decade Me. I will do whatever it
takes to get closer to my goals. One step a day keeps obstacles away.

My goals: For instance eg., lose weight, get a promotion, increase my business, spend more time with
my family etc.

Monthly Goal Planner

Month Start Date:

/

01
The Success Mindset

/

Month End Date:

/

/

I follow my intuition

I have limited my distractions

This month’s challenges

I have set clear and tangible goals

I learn from my mistakes through introspection

I scheduled goals within the time frame
I have chosen goals that motivate me

I look for the positive in every situation

My Three Long-term Goals

I take action despite fear

I surround myself with positive people and do what I am passionate about

I take full responsibility for my choices
I believe in myself and my vision

I reach out for help when needed

Result

The way to peace of mind

I did not jump to conclusions
I have practiced patience

I completely accept what I cannot change

Goals

I did not judge others

I did not judge myself

I was fully conscious of my negative thoughts

I commit to accomplishing these goals in

I am deliberately slowing down and not rushing

months.

I am practicing active listening

I have quieted my mind and meditated
I do not undermine my own value

Prioritizing this month’s goals: High, Medium, Low
High:

I feel gratitude for what I have

Low:
Monthly checking:
Did you do what you said you were going to do this month, if not then why?

Medium:

Were you able to keep your thoughts supportive, write down any repetitive
thoughts you may have which undermined your efforts?

To-do:

This month I made time for healthy food, water, yoga exercise, family, friends,
vitamins, medicines, fun and humour, working on goals, quiet nature, prayers
and spirituality, giving to others.

THIS
MONTH
I MADE
TIME FOR

HEALTHY FOOD/
WATER

YOGA/
EXERCISE

FAMILY
FRIENDS

VITAMINS/
MEDICINE

FUN &
HUMOR

WORKING
ON GOALS

QUIET/
NATURE

PRAYERS/
SPIRITUALITY

GIVING TO
OTHERS

Adding a Little Extra to the Ordinary makes it Extraordinary
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The Double Whammy
Once you have defined your goals, it is time to brainstorm on the tasks that are required to complete
your projects. Jot down the tasks into a logical order.

Monthly Goal Planner

Month Start Date:

/
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/

Month End Date:

/

/

I follow my intuition

I have limited my distractions

This month’s challenges

I have set clear and tangible goals

I learn from my mistakes through introspection

I scheduled goals within the time frame
I have chosen goals that motivate me

I look for the positive in every situation

My Three Long-term Goals

I take action despite fear

I surround myself with positive people and do what I am passionate about

I take full responsibility for my choices
I believe in myself and my vision

I reach out for help when needed

Result

The way to peace of mind

I did not jump to conclusions
I have practiced patience

I completely accept what I cannot change

Goals

I did not judge others

I did not judge myself

I was fully conscious of my negative thoughts

I commit to accomplishing these goals in

I am deliberately slowing down and not rushing

months.

I am practicing active listening

I have quieted my mind and meditated
I do not undermine my own value

Prioritizing this month’s goals: High, Medium, Low
High:

I feel gratitude for what I have

Low:
Monthly checking:
Did you do what you said you were going to do this month, if not then why?

Medium:

Were you able to keep your thoughts supportive, write down any repetitive
thoughts you may have which undermined your efforts?

To-do:

This month I made time for healthy food, water, yoga exercise, family, friends,
vitamins, medicines, fun and humour, working on goals, quiet nature, prayers
and spirituality, giving to others.

THIS
MONTH
I MADE
TIME FOR

HEALTHY FOOD/
WATER

YOGA/
EXERCISE

FAMILY
FRIENDS

VITAMINS/
MEDICINE

FUN &
HUMOR

WORKING
ON GOALS

QUIET/
NATURE

PRAYERS/
SPIRITUALITY

GIVING TO
OTHERS

If you want to be successful you should nurture positive thoughts and positive people
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The Trinity
Once you have determined your goals, the tasks required, you should also schedule time to complete
these tasks. When scheduling, it is important to plan a weekly schedule as well as a daily schedule. The
weekly schedule is important for the overall success of the goals but the daily planning will help you to
track your progress and determine whether or not you are moving in the right direction.

You should write out your daily task every night for the next day in your planner. You will notice that at
the top it states “Accomplishments List.” This is where you will spend the bulk of your time with Your
Daily Success Planner.

Monthly Goal Planner

Month Start Date:

/
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/

Month End Date:

/

/

I follow my intuition

I have limited my distractions

This month’s challenges

I have set clear and tangible goals

I learn from my mistakes through introspection

I scheduled goals within the time frame
I have chosen goals that motivate me

I look for the positive in every situation

My Three Long-term Goals

I take action despite fear

I surround myself with positive people and do what I am passionate about

I take full responsibility for my choices
I believe in myself and my vision

I reach out for help when needed

Result

The way to peace of mind

I did not jump to conclusions
I have practiced patience

I completely accept what I cannot change

Goals

I did not judge others

I did not judge myself

I was fully conscious of my negative thoughts

I commit to accomplishing these goals in

I am deliberately slowing down and not rushing

months.

I am practicing active listening

I have quieted my mind and meditated
I do not undermine my own value

Prioritizing this month’s goals: High, Medium, Low
High:

I feel gratitude for what I have

Low:
Monthly checking:
Did you do what you said you were going to do this month, if not then why?

Medium:

Were you able to keep your thoughts supportive, write down any repetitive
thoughts you may have which undermined your efforts?

To-do:

This month I made time for healthy food, water, yoga exercise, family, friends,
vitamins, medicines, fun and humour, working on goals, quiet nature, prayers
and spirituality, giving to others.

THIS
MONTH
I MADE
TIME FOR

HEALTHY FOOD/
WATER

YOGA/
EXERCISE

FAMILY
FRIENDS

VITAMINS/
MEDICINE

FUN &
HUMOR

WORKING
ON GOALS

QUIET/
NATURE

PRAYERS/
SPIRITUALITY

GIVING TO
OTHERS

Make a commitment to yourself to achieve a goal
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The 4th Dimension
As you are working on your daily task and overall goals, continue to evaluate your performance to
determine whether you are on track or need to adjust your schedule. This is where planning becomes
so important. Take a few minutes at the middle of the day and at the end of the day to evaluate your
progress and make adjustments as necessary. Also, don't forget to highlight the daily task you've
completed.

Monthly Goal Planner

Month Start Date:

/
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/

Month End Date:

/

/

I follow my intuition

I have limited my distractions

This month’s challenges

I have set clear and tangible goals

I learn from my mistakes through introspection

I scheduled goals within the time frame
I have chosen goals that motivate me

I look for the positive in every situation

My Three Long-term Goals

I take action despite fear

I surround myself with positive people and do what I am passionate about

I take full responsibility for my choices
I believe in myself and my vision

I reach out for help when needed

Result

The way to peace of mind

I did not jump to conclusions
I have practiced patience

I completely accept what I cannot change

Goals

I did not judge others

I did not judge myself

I was fully conscious of my negative thoughts

I commit to accomplishing these goals in

I am deliberately slowing down and not rushing

months.

I am practicing active listening

I have quieted my mind and meditated
I do not undermine my own value

Prioritizing this month’s goals: High, Medium, Low
High:

I feel gratitude for what I have

Low:
Monthly checking:
Did you do what you said you were going to do this month, if not then why?

Medium:

Were you able to keep your thoughts supportive, write down any repetitive
thoughts you may have which undermined your efforts?

To-do:

This month I made time for healthy food, water, yoga exercise, family, friends,
vitamins, medicines, fun and humour, working on goals, quiet nature, prayers
and spirituality, giving to others.

THIS
MONTH
I MADE
TIME FOR

HEALTHY FOOD/
WATER

YOGA/
EXERCISE

FAMILY
FRIENDS

VITAMINS/
MEDICINE

FUN &
HUMOR

WORKING
ON GOALS

QUIET/
NATURE

PRAYERS/
SPIRITUALITY

GIVING TO
OTHERS

A goal is a dream with a clear direction, plan of action and deadline
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The Fifth Horseman
You've one month to go to reach mid-2020. Evaluate your progress. Delete the goals that are no
longer relevant or the ones you feel are unimportant. Replace them with new goals.
For instance: If you've reached your desired weight goal, replace it with, I will eat limited portions to
maintain my weight. Or if you've received the desired raise or promotion, replace it with how to
maximise the results.

Monthly Goal Planner

Month Start Date:

/
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/

Month End Date:

/

/

I follow my intuition

I have limited my distractions

This month’s challenges

I have set clear and tangible goals

I learn from my mistakes through introspection

I scheduled goals within the time frame
I have chosen goals that motivate me

I look for the positive in every situation

My Three Long-term Goals

I take action despite fear

I surround myself with positive people and do what I am passionate about

I take full responsibility for my choices
I believe in myself and my vision

I reach out for help when needed

Result

The way to peace of mind

I did not jump to conclusions
I have practiced patience

I completely accept what I cannot change

Goals

I did not judge others

I did not judge myself

I was fully conscious of my negative thoughts

I commit to accomplishing these goals in

I am deliberately slowing down and not rushing

months.

I am practicing active listening

I have quieted my mind and meditated
I do not undermine my own value

Prioritizing this month’s goals: High, Medium, Low
High:

I feel gratitude for what I have

Low:
Monthly checking:
Did you do what you said you were going to do this month, if not then why?

Medium:

Were you able to keep your thoughts supportive, write down any repetitive
thoughts you may have which undermined your efforts?

To-do:

This month I made time for healthy food, water, yoga exercise, family, friends,
vitamins, medicines, fun and humour, working on goals, quiet nature, prayers
and spirituality, giving to others.

THIS
MONTH
I MADE
TIME FOR

HEALTHY FOOD/
WATER

YOGA/
EXERCISE

FAMILY
FRIENDS

VITAMINS/
MEDICINE

FUN &
HUMOR

WORKING
ON GOALS

QUIET/
NATURE

PRAYERS/
SPIRITUALITY

GIVING TO
OTHERS

In life, direction is more important than time
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The Sixth Sense
Take charge of your life! Reduce stress and tackle overwhelming responsibilities. Plan your schedule
and tasks, pinpoint your priorities, record your progress and leap forward to reach your goals.
Let go of inconsequential stuff, resolve a conflict, say good bye to holding a grudge, free up your
mental space from past hurts and painful memories.
Devote this month to clear mental, physical and emotional clutter.

Clean your cupboard, office desk, locker etc.

Start / continue meditation. Practise 6 mindful minutes accompanied by deep breathing to clear your mind.

Write down your hurts and painful memories on a piece of paper and burn it.
Clear the emotional baggage.

Monthly Goal Planner

Month Start Date:

/
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/

Month End Date:

/

/

I follow my intuition

I have limited my distractions

This month’s challenges

I have set clear and tangible goals

I learn from my mistakes through introspection

I scheduled goals within the time frame
I have chosen goals that motivate me

I look for the positive in every situation

My Three Long-term Goals

I take action despite fear

I surround myself with positive people and do what I am passionate about

I take full responsibility for my choices
I believe in myself and my vision

I reach out for help when needed

Result

The way to peace of mind

I did not jump to conclusions
I have practiced patience

I completely accept what I cannot change

Goals

I did not judge others

I did not judge myself

I was fully conscious of my negative thoughts

I commit to accomplishing these goals in

I am deliberately slowing down and not rushing

months.

I am practicing active listening

I have quieted my mind and meditated
I do not undermine my own value

Prioritizing this month’s goals: High, Medium, Low
High:

I feel gratitude for what I have

Low:
Monthly checking:
Did you do what you said you were going to do this month, if not then why?

Medium:

Were you able to keep your thoughts supportive, write down any repetitive
thoughts you may have which undermined your efforts?

To-do:

This month I made time for healthy food, water, yoga exercise, family, friends,
vitamins, medicines, fun and humour, working on goals, quiet nature, prayers
and spirituality, giving to others.

THIS
MONTH
I MADE
TIME FOR

HEALTHY FOOD/
WATER

YOGA/
EXERCISE

FAMILY
FRIENDS

VITAMINS/
MEDICINE

FUN &
HUMOR

WORKING
ON GOALS

QUIET/
NATURE

PRAYERS/
SPIRITUALITY

GIVING TO
OTHERS

Reﬂection is the process of learning
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The Seventh Wonder
Your mind and emotions are a clean slate now. Continue practising meditation and gratitude.
Review your accomplishments and pat yourself. Feel good about it.
Make a new list of goals – some carried over, some deleted and some fresh ones.

Answer these questions honestly:1.
What are you most afraid of?
2.
What do you blame yourself for?
3.
What are your biggest disappointments/ regrets?
4.
What/ who matters most to you?

In your answers, lies the plan for the next 30 days.

Monthly Goal Planner

Month Start Date:

/
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/

Month End Date:

/

/

I follow my intuition

I have limited my distractions

This month’s challenges

I have set clear and tangible goals

I learn from my mistakes through introspection

I scheduled goals within the time frame
I have chosen goals that motivate me

I look for the positive in every situation

My Three Long-term Goals

I take action despite fear

I surround myself with positive people and do what I am passionate about

I take full responsibility for my choices
I believe in myself and my vision

I reach out for help when needed

Result

The way to peace of mind

I did not jump to conclusions
I have practiced patience

I completely accept what I cannot change

Goals

I did not judge others

I did not judge myself

I was fully conscious of my negative thoughts

I commit to accomplishing these goals in

I am deliberately slowing down and not rushing

months.

I am practicing active listening

I have quieted my mind and meditated
I do not undermine my own value

Prioritizing this month’s goals: High, Medium, Low
High:

I feel gratitude for what I have

Low:
Monthly checking:
Did you do what you said you were going to do this month, if not then why?

Medium:

Were you able to keep your thoughts supportive, write down any repetitive
thoughts you may have which undermined your efforts?

To-do:

This month I made time for healthy food, water, yoga exercise, family, friends,
vitamins, medicines, fun and humour, working on goals, quiet nature, prayers
and spirituality, giving to others.

THIS
MONTH
I MADE
TIME FOR

HEALTHY FOOD/
WATER

YOGA/
EXERCISE

FAMILY
FRIENDS

VITAMINS/
MEDICINE

FUN &
HUMOR

WORKING
ON GOALS

QUIET/
NATURE

PRAYERS/
SPIRITUALITY

GIVING TO
OTHERS

Greatest coaches are the greatest critics
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The Eighth Principle Day
You've completed the first six months. You've turned a new leaf. You're more self- aware now. You're
practising mindfulness and gratitude. Somehow, your life has become effortless. Let's take a step
further and simplify it more.

Answer these questions honestly:1.
What / who are you unhealthily attached to? For instance -eg.,
smoking, your love interest, wife, husband, kids, boss..
2.
Why do you do what you do?
3.
What puts you off most in people?
4.
If you could have one wish granted, what would it be?

You guessed it! These are the 4 exercises for this month.

Monthly Goal Planner

Month Start Date:

/
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/

Month End Date:

/

/

I follow my intuition

I have limited my distractions

This month’s challenges

I have set clear and tangible goals

I learn from my mistakes through introspection

I scheduled goals within the time frame
I have chosen goals that motivate me

I look for the positive in every situation

My Three Long-term Goals

I take action despite fear

I surround myself with positive people and do what I am passionate about

I take full responsibility for my choices
I believe in myself and my vision

I reach out for help when needed

Result

The way to peace of mind

I did not jump to conclusions
I have practiced patience

I completely accept what I cannot change

Goals

I did not judge others

I did not judge myself

I was fully conscious of my negative thoughts

I commit to accomplishing these goals in

I am deliberately slowing down and not rushing

months.

I am practicing active listening

I have quieted my mind and meditated
I do not undermine my own value

Prioritizing this month’s goals: High, Medium, Low
High:

I feel gratitude for what I have

Low:
Monthly checking:
Did you do what you said you were going to do this month, if not then why?

Medium:

Were you able to keep your thoughts supportive, write down any repetitive
thoughts you may have which undermined your efforts?

To-do:

This month I made time for healthy food, water, yoga exercise, family, friends,
vitamins, medicines, fun and humour, working on goals, quiet nature, prayers
and spirituality, giving to others.

THIS
MONTH
I MADE
TIME FOR

HEALTHY FOOD/
WATER

YOGA/
EXERCISE

FAMILY
FRIENDS

VITAMINS/
MEDICINE

FUN &
HUMOR

WORKING
ON GOALS

QUIET/
NATURE

PRAYERS/
SPIRITUALITY

GIVING TO
OTHERS

We need skill and will to succeed
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The Ninth Ninja?
You're already feeling like you know who you are and what you want. Let's not make that too
comfortable. Because if we do, we'll not challenge ourselves to become the best version of ourselves.
This month we'll do something new, something different, shall we?
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Month Start Date:

/
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/

Month End Date:

/

/

I follow my intuition

I have limited my distractions

This month’s challenges

I have set clear and tangible goals

I learn from my mistakes through introspection

I scheduled goals within the time frame
I have chosen goals that motivate me

I look for the positive in every situation

My Three Long-term Goals

I take action despite fear

I surround myself with positive people and do what I am passionate about

I take full responsibility for my choices
I believe in myself and my vision

I reach out for help when needed

Result

The way to peace of mind

I did not jump to conclusions
I have practiced patience

I completely accept what I cannot change

Goals

I did not judge others

I did not judge myself

I was fully conscious of my negative thoughts

I commit to accomplishing these goals in

I am deliberately slowing down and not rushing

months.

I am practicing active listening

I have quieted my mind and meditated
I do not undermine my own value

Prioritizing this month’s goals: High, Medium, Low
High:

I feel gratitude for what I have

Low:
Monthly checking:
Did you do what you said you were going to do this month, if not then why?

Medium:

Were you able to keep your thoughts supportive, write down any repetitive
thoughts you may have which undermined your efforts?

To-do:

This month I made time for healthy food, water, yoga exercise, family, friends,
vitamins, medicines, fun and humour, working on goals, quiet nature, prayers
and spirituality, giving to others.

THIS
MONTH
I MADE
TIME FOR

HEALTHY FOOD/
WATER

YOGA/
EXERCISE

FAMILY
FRIENDS

VITAMINS/
MEDICINE

FUN &
HUMOR

WORKING
ON GOALS

QUIET/
NATURE

PRAYERS/
SPIRITUALITY

GIVING TO
OTHERS

Persistence is an important ability to bounce back
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The Tenth Tenet
Add super brain yoga to your list of activities. Hold your right ear with your left hand, left year with
your right hand, do 10 sit ups. This old school method has been proven scientifically to make us healthy,
wealthy and wise. That's true! Check google for reinforcement.
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Month Start Date:

/
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The Success Mindset

/

Month End Date:

/

/

I follow my intuition

I have limited my distractions

This month’s challenges

I have set clear and tangible goals

I learn from my mistakes through introspection
I scheduled goals within the time frame
I have chosen goals that motivate me

I look for the positive in every situation

My Three Long-term Goals

I take action despite fear

I surround myself with positive people and do what I am passionate about
I take full responsibility for my choices
I believe in myself and my vision

I reach out for help when needed

Result

The way to peace of mind

I did not jump to conclusions
I have practiced patience

I completely accept what I cannot change

Goals

I did not judge others

I did not judge myself

I was fully conscious of my negative thoughts

I commit to accomplishing these goals in

I am deliberately slowing down and not rushing

months.

I am practicing active listening

I have quieted my mind and meditated
I do not undermine my own value

Prioritizing this month’s goals: High, Medium, Low
High:

I feel gratitude for what I have

Low:
Monthly checking:
Did you do what you said you were going to do this month, if not then why?

Medium:

Were you able to keep your thoughts supportive, write down any repetitive
thoughts you may have which undermined your efforts?

To-do:

This month I made time for healthy food, water, yoga exercise, family, friends,
vitamins, medicines, fun and humour, working on goals, quiet nature, prayers
and spirituality, giving to others.

THIS
MONTH
I MADE
TIME FOR

HEALTHY FOOD/
WATER

YOGA/
EXERCISE

FAMILY
FRIENDS

VITAMINS/
MEDICINE

FUN &
HUMOR

WORKING
ON GOALS

QUIET/
NATURE

PRAYERS/
SPIRITUALITY

GIVING TO
OTHERS

Practice makes permanent
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The Eleventh Element
2 months to go to ring in another new year. Take stock of your goals, accomplishments, hits and misses.
Check what you've lost sight of. Bring it back to your vision. Align it with your mission. Revisit your
philosophy. Are you in synch with what you set out to achieve in the beginning of the year. If yes, clap
your hands with glee, if not, get back to your core ambition. Add a step or two to strengthen it.
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Month Start Date:

/

The Success Mindset

/

Month End Date:

/

/

I follow my intuition
I have limited my distractions

This month’s challenges

I have set clear and tangible goals
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I learn from my mistakes through introspection
I scheduled goals within the time frame
I have chosen goals that motivate me

I look for the positive in every situation

My Three Long-term Goals

I take action despite fear

I surround myself with positive people and do what I am passionate about
I take full responsibility for my choices
I believe in myself and my vision
I reach out for help when needed

Result

The way to peace of mind
I did not jump to conclusions
I have practiced patience

I completely accept what I cannot change

Goals

I did not judge others
I did not judge myself

I was fully conscious of my negative thoughts

I commit to accomplishing these goals in

I am deliberately slowing down and not rushing

months.

I am practicing active listening

I have quieted my mind and meditated
I do not undermine my own value

Prioritizing this month’s goals: High, Medium, Low
High:

I feel gratitude for what I have

Low:
Monthly checking:
Did you do what you said you were going to do this month, if not then why?

Medium:

Were you able to keep your thoughts supportive, write down any repetitive
thoughts you may have which undermined your efforts?

To-do:

This month I made time for healthy food, water, yoga exercise, family, friends,
vitamins, medicines, fun and humour, working on goals, quiet nature, prayers
and spirituality, giving to others.

THIS
MONTH
I MADE
TIME FOR

HEALTHY FOOD/
WATER

YOGA/
EXERCISE

FAMILY
FRIENDS

VITAMINS/
MEDICINE

FUN &
HUMOR

WORKING
ON GOALS

QUIET/
NATURE

PRAYERS/
SPIRITUALITY

GIVING TO
OTHERS

Balance is the key to fulﬁlment
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The TwelfthFactor?
Hurray! We made it, didn't we? Quite a bit of progress if not 100%. Well begun is half done, as they
say. Going half way is better than not starting at all. How we do one thing is how we do everything. So,
let's pay attention to every small and big thing we do and do it well. Keep our surroundings clean, get
our health in order, focus on our work, cherish simple pleasures and enrich ourselves along the way.

Finally in the pursuit of your goals, it's important to review your planning
process and CELEBRATE!
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Month Start Date:

/

The Success Mindset

/

Month End Date:

/

/

I follow my intuition

12

I have limited my distractions

This month’s challenges

I have set clear and tangible goals

I learn from my mistakes through introspection
I scheduled goals within the time frame
I have chosen goals that motivate me

I look for the positive in every situation

My Three Long-term Goals

I take action despite fear

I surround myself with positive people and do what I am passionate about
I take full responsibility for my choices
I believe in myself and my vision

I reach out for help when needed

Result

The way to peace of mind

I did not jump to conclusions
I have practiced patience

I completely accept what I cannot change

Goals

I did not judge others
I did not judge myself

I was fully conscious of my negative thoughts

I commit to accomplishing these goals in

I am deliberately slowing down and not rushing

months.

I am practicing active listening

I have quieted my mind and meditated
I do not undermine my own value

Prioritizing this month’s goals: High, Medium, Low
High:

I feel gratitude for what I have

Low:
Monthly checking:
Did you do what you said you were going to do this month, if not then why?

Medium:

Were you able to keep your thoughts supportive, write down any repetitive
thoughts you may have which undermined your efforts?

To-do:

This month I made time for healthy food, water, yoga exercise, family, friends,
vitamins, medicines, fun and humour, working on goals, quiet nature, prayers
and spirituality, giving to others.

THIS
MONTH
I MADE
TIME FOR

Ignoring the important things will lead to urgency and casual attitude always leads to casualty
HEALTHY FOOD/
WATER

YOGA/
EXERCISE

FAMILY
FRIENDS

VITAMINS/
MEDICINE

FUN &
HUMOR

WORKING
ON GOALS

QUIET/
NATURE

PRAYERS/
SPIRITUALITY

GIVING TO
OTHERS

enable
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WEEKLY OBJECTIVES

WEEKLY DASHBOARD

WEEKLY OBJECTIVES

WEEKLY DASHBOARD

What will you accomplish?

List the project chunks you will focus on each day.

What will you accomplish?

List the project chunks you will focus on each day.

Project

MONDAY

1

Priority Planned Time Actual Time

Project
1

2

MONDAY

Priority Planned Time Actual Time

TUESDAY

Priority Planned Time Actual Time

WEDNESDAY

Priority Planned Time Actual Time

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

THIS WEEK’S PROJECTS
What projects will you focus on?

TUESDAY

THIS WEEK’S PROJECTS

Priority Planned Time Actual Time

What projects will you focus on?

Project

Project

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

WEDNESDAY

5

Priority Planned Time Actual Time

5

SCHEDULED EVENTS

SCHEDULED EVENTS

What’s happening this week?

What’s happening this week?

Day Time

Day Time

Event

Event

THURSDAY

Priority Planned Time Actual Time

THURSDAY

Priority Planned Time Actual Time

FRIDAY

Priority Planned Time Actual Time

FRIDAY

Priority Planned Time Actual Time

SATURDAY & SUNDAY

Priority Planned Time Actual Time

DEADLINES

DEADLINES

What needs to be ﬁnished?

What needs to be ﬁnished?

Day

Project Chunk

Project

Day

SATURDAY & SUNDAY

Priority Planned Time Actual Time

Project Chunk

Project

thoughts

The Founder’s
Mindset
1.

If you want to be successful you should nurture
positive thoughts and positive people

14. Put yourself in others’ shoes to understand the situation
15. Learn from your mistakes
16. Never say never and never give up
17. Life is always a circle of learning, every lesson in life
is a learning curve
18. Never be afraid of change
19. Success if a collaboration
20. Wake up every day with a purpose

2. Make a commitment to yourself to achieve a goal

21. Supporting another’s success won’t ever dampen yours

3. A goal is a dream with a clear direction, plan of
action and deadline

22. If opportunity doesn’t knock, build the door

4. In life, direction is more important than time
5. Reﬂection is the process of learning
6. Greatest coaches are the greatest critics
7. We need skill and will to succeed
8. Persistence is an important ability to bounce back
9. Practice makes permanent
10. Balance is the key to fulﬁlment
11. Ignoring the important things will lead to urgency
and casual attitude always leads to casualty
12. Don’t see others doing better than you, beat your
own records every day, because success is a ﬁght
between you and yourself
13. Believe in yourself, Self-trust is the ﬁrst secret
of success

23. Never react, respond!
24. If it doesn’t challenge you, it won’t change you
25. If you can stay positive in a negative situation, you win
26. Having strong ethics, values and morals might feel
burdensome but take the weight of it and the results
will speak for them
27. There are only three things in life to be healthy: eat
well, sleep well and be happy
28. Win the hearts and minds of employees, to have a
better business success
29. It takes several years to build a reputation and ﬁve
minutes to ruin it. If you think about that, you’ll do
things differently
30. If there is one trait that your brand must speak of, it
is trust

